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Vegetarian Vegan Organic Certified Ethical practises Tasting notesNatural Wine

Key to wine symbols

  Vegetarian
Wines made without the use of gelatine or fish products as fining agents.

  Vegan 
Wines made without the use of animal products as fining agents. Traditionally 
this would be egg whites, casein - a milk protein, gelatine or fish products.

  Organic Certified 
For full clarity in our range, we have ensured Organic is in the names of the 
wine of all those certified. These wines are made with organically grown grapes 
and any additional additives are also organic. Also see highlighted through the 
range, those wines where they are demonstrating organic practices but are yet 
to be certified.

  Ethical practises
Our leaf icon highlights activities carried out by producers we represent that 
come under a wide ethical umbrella. These vary from vineyard-focused pest 
control regimes to activities designed to reduce the impact on global resources.

  Natural Wines
Minimal intervention and no added sulphites.

  Dry, refreshing, delicate, 
light whites

  Zesty, herbaceous  
or aromatic whites

  Juicy, fruit-driven, ripe 
whites

  Elegant, intricate, 
mineral-laced whites

  Full-flavoured, nutty, 
oaked whites

 Light, bright, fresh reds 

  Juicy, medium-bodied, 
fruit-led reds

  Spicy, peppery, warming 
reds

  Sophisticated, polished, 
complex reds

  Oaked, intense, 
concentrated reds

 Dry, elegant rosés

  Luscious, rich, sticky, 
sweet wines

The wines in The Matthew Clark Wine List have 
each been assigned a Wine Expression icon 
designed to help understand the style of any 
particular wine and may help when:

–  Arranging lists by style rather than by region

–  Recommending similar wines to consumers

All wines are different and some fit more naturally 
into a Wine Expression category than others. 
Where a wine could perhaps fall into more 
than one category we have selected the Wine 
Expression category into which the wine best fits.

Welcome to our Autumn release  
of new wines to our range.
We are adding a further 70 #downtoearthwines to our market leading 
portfolio. Here you’ll find wines with no added sulphites, a vast array  
of vegan friendly wines, more choice from Bordeaux and Burgundy,  
an exclusive white Priorat and innovative wines in a can.

These additions are a response to our ever-evolving market and meet the 
demands that our team of Wine Development Specialists have identified from 
our on-trade customers. We continue to develop our range to ensure our 
customers have the best choice of wines relevant to their business. 

In this list we have included an RRP rather than a list price - we want to give you 
an idea of what the wines that have caught your eye could be priced as on your 
wine list. We have based it on a minimum of 65% gross profit margin except for 
those with a cost price (including VAT) over £20. In this case we have added a 
£25 cash margin as results show that this will help you sell more of the premium 
wines on your list. List prices are still available on our website and your Account 
Manager will be able to give you a discounted price on request.

In our 2019 /20 wine list we introduced more symbols to make it simpler to spot 
our sustainably produced, organic, vegetarian and vegan wines which you will 
also find in this list and as helpful search filters on our website.

We hope you find some interesting additions here and as always welcome your 
feedback as we constantly work to give our customers the best range to keep 
their customers coming back for more!

Simon Jerrome
Head of Wine Procurement
07977457123
SimonJerrome@matthewclark.co.uk
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Pommery
About the Range: Paul Vranken, a Belgian, purchased Champagne Pommery in 1976 and has continued to emulate the 
entrepreneurial and modern style that Madame Louise Pommery created in 1858.  Today the champagnes are still created 30 metres 
underground in Reims in the ancient chalk pits that keep the wines at a steady 10 ˚C all year round and 85% humidity. Pommery 
Blanc de Blancs is the most recent style to be released following the global demand for this new ‘en-vogue’ Champagne cuvée

Pommery Blanc de Blancs, France
JDE Code: 37629

Expression: l
 Vintage: NV

RRP: £69.00

 Persistent bubbles amidst pale gold, and gentle green hues, display that this is a wine with marked finesse. This is reinforced by fresh 
and elegant aromas of jasmine and acacia that lead to a depth of citrus fruits and frangipane. The palate articulates a generous wealth 
of lemon, grapefruit and green apple, all supported by a fine and tireless mousse.

Angel & Four
About the Range: Angel & Four is a start-up English wine business launched in 2019 with the aim of making sparkling wine from 
England, for everyone.

The business was started by FOUR people from the wine trade who felt passionate about English wine, but found it too expensive and 
inaccessible, and decided to rewrite the rule book. “Our mission is a challenging one, and we’ll probably need some help from ‘up above’, 
perhaps from an ANGEL...”

Vineyards are situated in Gloucestershire and are protected by the Welsh Mountains, Cotswolds and Malverns. Grapes are hand-picked, 
pressed, and vinified in Gloucestershire, and base (still) wine is then transported to Sussex to be made sparkling by what is known as 
charmat-method secondary fermentation.

Buyer’s Comment: One of the very first sparkling wines from England made by the charmat (Prosecco) method - Angel & Four is 
priced at a point which makes it accessible compared to Champagne-method wines normally produced in England. The label also rocks!

Angel & Four Brut, England

JDE Code: 38407

Expression: l
Vintage: NV

RRP: £35.00

 Fresh, dry, and easy-drinking, with enticing aromas of white peach and apricot and delicious apple, pear and citrus flavours.

Sette Bello, Prosecco
Buyer’s Comment: With the Prosecco trend showing no signs of slowing down within Matthew Clark, this is an excellent addition 
to our range, offering further choice to our customers.

Sette Bello Prosecco, Italy

JDE Code: 38177

Expression: l
 Vintage: NV

RRP: £24.00

 This Prosecco DOC from Northern Italy, is a classic example of the Glera grape. With juicy peach and apricot aroma’s, it has a fresh 
citrus palate with a touch of richness and  a clean, lingering finish. Best enjoyed as an aperitif, with antipasti, or just with friends.

Vigneti Cenci
About the Range: These fantastic wines are truly artisan, from a tiny, family owned estate named Vigneti Cenci (pronounced chen-chi).  
Maurizio is the owner and winemaker, he took over from his grandfather and does pretty much everything, from winemaking to admin, 
answering emails, running visits and even doing some deliveries! 
Maurizio’s grandfather wasn’t originally from the area. He was injured during the Second World War and after he had recovered, he wanted 
to find his friends who had saved his life. This search led him to Franciacorta, where he stayed, buying the estate and bringing up his 
family.Production levels are tiny so Maurizio can keep a close eye on the whole production process. During our visit earlier this year he 
mentioned “everyone can do 95% of the job because it’s easy, the 5% is hard. When you care about the small things (the 5%) you get
the best” 

Franciacorta “La Capinera” Brut, Vigneti Cenci
JDE Code: 38538

Expression: l
 Vintage: NV

RRP: £45.50

 Made in the traditional method, using 70% Chardonnay and 30% Pinot Bianco. The whole range is very low dosage (max 8g/ L). By 
using a higher proportion of Pinot Bianco than some producers you can achieve riper, more intense fruit flavours meaning you can use  
a lower dosage and still achieve well balanced wines.

This wine has flavours of citrus and peach with brioche notes.

Franciacorta “La Capinera” Rosé Brut, Vigneti Cenci

JDE Code: 38539

Expression: l
 Vintage: NV

RRP: £48.00

 This wine is 100% Pinot Noir which gives it a delicate salmon pink colour and a rounder, richer texture. The flavours are complex; 
honeysuckle, red berries with a zingy ripe lemon acidity.
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Zuccardi
About the Range: “Familia Zuccardi was founded in 1963 by engineer Alberto Zuccardi, looking to shake up wine growing in the 
Mendoza region. 56 years later the winery and range remains in family hands, with Alberto’s son José Alberto and now his grandson 
Sebastian heading up the winemaking team.

Named by Decanter as two out of the five most influential personalities in Argentinean wine, José Alberto and Sebastian are seen as 
pioneers in wine making.

The vineyard has been voted the best in Vineyard in the world at the inaugural awards ceremony in London. A factor in Zuccardi’s 
success is the research and development in the winery that has been spearheaded by Sebastian. Dedicated to the study of the terroir 
and variables that affect wine making, as well as an experimental area where 35 different grape varieties are grown, allowing them to 
innovate with non-native grape varieties in a way that no one else can. From the first late harvest wine in Argentina, to fortified Malbec, 
to making Bonarda a key varietal, there is always something new and something to differentiate from other offerings in Argentina.

  Familia Zuccardi Brazos Malbec, Uco Valley, 
Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38474

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £25.00

 Colour: Dark violet with blue hues. Aroma: Typical Malbec aromas reminiscent of ripe red and black fruits as cherries, plums and 
blackberries. Flavour: Medium bodied, with soft tannins and balanced acidity. Fruity and spicy finish.

Buyer’s Comment: This was picked as a great addition to our Malbec range. A dark, dark violet colour with ripe red cherries, plums 
and blackberries on the nose. Medium bodied, it has lovely soft tannins and well balanced acidity, with a bit of a spicy kick at the finish.  
It will be a great introduction to the Zuccardi range.

  Familia Zuccardi Brazos Cabernet Sauvignon,  
Uco Valley, Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38485

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £25.00

 Colour: Dark red with blue hues. Typical Cabernet aromas of ripe black fruits with blackcurrants and blackberries. A medium bodied 
wine with balanced tannins and noticeable acidity on the finish. A slight hint of spice on the finish.

  Zuccardi Serie A Torrontes, Salta

 JDE Code: 38481

 Expression: b
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £32.50

 Intense yellow colour with silver hues. A delicate and intense nose, full of white flowers and citric fruits. Notes of orange peel and 
oregano. This wine is well structured and has lively acidity and very aromtaic. A delicate but long finish.

Buyer’s Comment: The Serie A “Argentina Series” was created by Zuccardi to show off the differences of soil and climates in the 
wine-making regions of Argentina. This Torrontes comes from Salta, a region in the far north of the country with both some of the 
lowest and highest vineyards in the world. A wide diurnal temperature variation (hot days, cool nights) in the region is ideal for the 
Torrontes grape, allowing for them to ripen well whilst retain good acidity.

 Zuccardi Serie A Malbec, Uco Valley, Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38480

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £32.50

 Intense and lively red purple color. Intense red ripe fruit aromas such as prunes and cherries with black pepper and tobacco. Can also 
detect chocolate, cherry liqueur and spicy notes. Soft and velvety entry, firm tannins with lovely juicy finish.

Buyer’s Comment: As wine designed to show off the very best that the nations key grape variety can do in one of its key regions, this 
was a stand out when we tasted through the range. A really intense wine, with lively red fruit aromas that follow on to richer dried fruits, 
tobacco and black pepper. Really soft on the front-palate, velvety smooth, but backed up with firm tannins and flavours of chocolate, 
cherry and hints of spice.

 Zuccardi Q Chardonnay, Uco Valley, Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38479

 Expression: c
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £38.00

 Light yellow color with green hues. It shows notes of white floral and fruits. Fresh in the mouth, great acidity and attractive mineral 
character.

Buyer’s Comment: A great concept of designing a wine to show off the very best plots in their vineyards, this was a standout white 
wine when tasting the range. A straw yellow colour with aromas of pears, white peaches and white flowers, with a hint of toast. Really 
fresh on the palate with lovely minerality balancing rich fruit and toasty oak.
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 Zuccardi Q Cabernet Franc, Uco Valley, Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38489

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2017

  
 RRP: £38.00

 Deep purple. Intensely aromatic with notes of ripe red and black fruits such as blueberries and cassis. The barrel aging adds a complex 
and spicy intensity. Lovely mouthfeel with firm, ripe tannins and a long finish.

Buyer’s Comment: For a grape variety that is starting to make waves in Argentina. A deep purple, this has intense aromas  
of blueberries and cassis. The oak aging adds spicy notes with lots of firm ripe tannins and a long finish.

 Jose Zuccardi Malbec, Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38475

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2015

  
 RRP: £52.00

 Inky aromas of black fruits and balsamic vinegar. In the mouth, this Malbec is edgy and bouncy, with elastic tannins and high acidity. 
Plum and wild-berry flavors on the long and tight finish.

Buyer’s Comment: Named after Sebastian’s father, José, this is a truly personal wine to the Zuccardi family. Intense black colour with 
a complex nose of ripe red and black fruit with hints of spice. Firm and mature tannins give great structure, with bright acidity giving a 
freshness and elegance to the wine. A real talking point.

  Zuccardi Fosil San Pablo Chardonnay, Uco Valley, 
Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38477

 Expression: q
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £62.00

 Hand harvested grapes the first week of April following different type of soils. Fermented with indigenous yeasts in concrete vessels 
and without malolactic fermentation. Plenty of citrus aromas which follow through into the palate. A lovely, lean Chardonnay with plenty 
of freshness and a slight creaminess from the lees ageing.

Buyer’s Comment: This is a brilliant, fresh, clean, and pure Chardonnay with fantastic minerality.  Chardonnay has suffered over the 
years from being over-oaked, and it is great to find one that shows how lean and fresh it can be. Lovely citrus aromas that follow through 
onto the palate. Bright acidity and a pure, mineral finish.

 Zuccardi Finca Piedra Infinita, Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38476

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2015

  
 RRP: £105.00

 Deep red color with violet hues. It expresses a great fruit character with notes of cherry and blackberry. A wine of grand structure and 
acidity. Mineral with notes of wet stone and graphite. Long finish.

Buyer’s Comment: As one of the key Zuccardi wines, this really shows what they can do with the research and development centre 
that they have created, identifying the very best plots and grapes.

Salentein
About the Range: Salentein is in the heart of Mendoza, with its vineyards located in the Uco Valley, one of its most premium and ‘cool 
climate’ sub regions.

A celebrated producer, Bodegas Salentein’s name has become synonymous with quality and since 2010 has had José Galante at the 
helm. José is widely referred to as the father of modern winemaking in Argentina, having previously led wine production at Catena 
Zapata group.

His goal is to make exceptional wines while supporting the local people and community and encouraging biodiversity, and the evidence 
of this is clear from the abundance of awards that decorate Salentein’s range.

Buyer’s Comment: In the heart of the Mendoza, with its vineyards located in the Uco Valley, Bodegas Salentein has begun to 
transform wine making in Argentina. We originally tasted this wine for a single customer however, the quality was SO good we had to 
add it into our core range. It was one of the stand out wines at this 200 wine tasting.

It’s toasty with ripe lemon and stone fruit flavours and a buttery richness.

Head and shoulders above many Chardonnay at the same price point, its intensity of fruit and concentration of flavour sets it apart.  
The balance, elegance and complexity are a result of extremely high altitude plantings. The grapes come from two vineyards, La Pampa, 
at 1,300m, and San Pablo, at 1,500m above sea level.

 Salentein Barrel Selection Chardonnay, Mendoza

 JDE Code: 38187

 Expression: d
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £25.50

 Bright, light yellow colour with greenish sparks. On the nose it brings citrus notes mingled with flowers and minerals. It is soft and fresh 
in the mouth with floral notes. Lees aging adds elegance and smoothness.
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Aberdeen Wine Company
About the Range: After completing university, Hamish MacGowan moved to Australia’s Northern Territory to muster cattle at remote 
stock camps. Hanging up his stockman boots, he began working for a small winery in Victoria - this formed the basis of his winemaking 
career and is why he’s so fond of Central Victorian grapes. Not one to stand still, Hamish relocated to Europe. He worked for a leading 
UK wine merchant, then as a winemaker in Bordeaux, followed by his most challenging experience where he ran a winery in Moldova, 
part of the former Soviet Union. After a while, Australia beckoned again.

Back home he worked in Winemaker and Export Manager roles, but an idea was forming in his mind that he had to pursue – the idea to 
create the perfect wine to pair with beef.

In 2003 he began the Aberdeen Wine Company and the rest, as they say, is history.

Buyer’s Comment: Red Meat’s Perfect Partner. When it comes to winemaking, Hamish’s philosophy is to make the absolute, 
hands-down perfect accompaniment for a prime piece of beef. Drawing upon his diverse winemaking background including several 
vintages working in Bordeaux. Each year Hamish hand selects premium parcels of Cabernet Sauvignon & Merlot grapes sourced from 
outstanding vineyard sites in Central Victoria to create his signature style. Producing full bodied wines that have been crafted for that 
satisfying moment when red wine meets red meat.

 Angus the Bull Cabernet Sauvignon, Victoria

 JDE Code: 38211

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2017

  
 RRP: £28.00

 Intense depth of colour with bright purple hues. Ripe black fruits with rich dark chocolate and vanillin smoky oak aromas. Medium to 
full bodied palate weight, characterised by attractive tannins and a savoury masculine finish. An ideal accompaniment to red meat and 
premium cuts of prime beef.

 Wee Angus Merlot, Victoria

 JDE Code: 38212

 Expression: f
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £24.00

 The youthful exuberance of Wee Angus is revealed through the gentle plummy characters of Merlot. A subtle touch of vanillin oak and  
a generous finish combine to create the perfect accompaniment to any chargrilled red meat.

Elephant in the Room
About the Range: The Elephant in the Room wines are large in character and expansive in flavour. Created to give consumers exactly 
what they want – full bodied and mouth filling wines that deliver maximum pleasure. Each wine is sourced from cool climate, slow 
ripening vineyards and partially matured in French oak before canning. The Chardonnay is sourced from the coastal Robe wine region, 
and the Pinot Noir from an elevated site near Mount Gambier.

Buyer’s Comment: Wine in cans has been huge in the USA (+58% in 2018) and Australia this summer, and is set to be huge in the 
UK next year as more product is launched.

Festival sites and premises with beer gardens are obvious venues where these single serves will work superbly.

We tried a large number of canned product and found Elephant in the Room to be of excellent quality.

 Elephant in the Room Chardonnay, Limestone Coast

 JDE Code: 38345

 Expression: a
 Vintage: 2019

 RRP: £8.50

 Pale yellow in colour with a restrained nose of stone fruit and white peach. The palate is bold and upfront with a burst of peach, guava 
and melon flavours and a rich, soft texture building to a mouthcoating and full back palate framed by subtle oak. Fresh acidity gives 
balance before a soft dry finish.

 Elephant in the Room Pinot Noir, South Australia

 JDE Code: 38346

 Expression: e
 Vintage: 2018

 RRP: £8.50

 Ruby red in colour with an expressive nose of ripe plums, dark berries and a  hint of forest floor. The palate is fruit driven with a core 
of supple red berry and cherry flavours highlighted by a smokey spice complexity. Bright acidity and fine tannins provide definition to the 
long finish.
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Santa Rita
About the Range: Established in 1880 and based just outside Santiago, Santa Rita is one of Chile’s oldest and most respected 
wineries. Santa Rita has a unique cultural and historical heritage and was awarded National Monument status for its cellars and park 
in 1972. Santa Rita owns over 3,200 hectares across the countries major wine valleys and grows over 30 different grape varieties. It 
has been recognized globally for its sustainability management both in terms of being environmentally friendly, socially equitable and 
economically viable across all winemaking practices.

Buyer’s Comment: With the environmental impact of single use plastics dominating the news over the last few years and the increasing 
focus on sustainability, it was important for us to find an alternative solution to plastic serves.

Aluminium is the most recycled material on the planet and it is a considerably more efficient process compared to plastic. Cans are light 
and easy to transport which, means the carbon footprint is considerably below that of glass bottles.

We see cans as the best, eco alternative for single serves. They are also innovative and fun, appealing to a more relaxed wine consumer. 

 Rita Blanc Cans, Santa Rita

 JDE Code: 38172

 Expression: b
 Vintage: NV

 

 RRP: £6.75

 This is a wonderful fresh and zesty wine showing real Chilean Sauvignon Blanc characteristics. It has a lovely lemon citric nose with a 
crisp fresh palate with classic flavours. Good length as well on the finish.

 Rita Rosé Cans, Santa Rita

 JDE Code: 37704

 Expression: i
 Vintage: NV

 RRP: £6.75

 Santa Rita Rosé is light pink in color. This expressive Rosé has fruity aromas of fresh cherry, raspberry and delicate citrus notes that 
give freshness to the wine. This is a balanced and juicy wine with great length and concentration.

Terra Andina
About the Range: This range is all about lovely concentrated fruit flavours and to achieve this we needed to focus on finding the best 
vineyards possible. The grapes for these wines comes from across Chile. Officially the labels state ‘Central Valley’ however, many of the 
grapes used come from Casablanca and Maipo and Colchagua, all renowned for their ability to produce some of Chiles finest wines.

Buyer’s Comment: Just 14 miles from the coast and the cooling influences from the Pacific Ocean makes Casablanca the perfect 
location to grow Sauvignon and Chardonnay. Morning fogs and greater cloud cover result in a long ripening period which, means the 
grapes have longer to develop greater flavour and complexity.

Maipo is often described as the “Bordeaux of South America”, here Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot thrive.

In Colchagua, grapes are sourced from the premium sub region of Apalta, home to many of the greatest red wines from Chile.

 Terra Andina Chardonnay, Central Valley

 JDE Code: 37732

 Expression: c
 Vintage: 2018

 

 RRP: £15.50

 A lively and well balanced Chardonnay with fresh tropical aromas on the nose. A surprisingly complex palate with both tropical fruits 
of peach and banana balanced with refreshing orange notes. A long slightly vanillin finish with notes of oak coming through. Lush and 
mouth filling.

 Terra Andina Sauvignon Blanc, Central Valley

 JDE Code: 37731

 Expression: b
 Vintage: 2018

 

 RRP: £15.50

 Greenish-yellow in colour with aromas of flint and minerals. A delicious wine with citric fruits and notes of grapefruit, green pepper and 
orange leaves. A long fresh and zesty finish.

 Terra Andina Merlot, Central Valley

 JDE Code: 37733

 Expression: f
 Vintage: 2018

 

 RRP: £15.50

 Deep, bright ruby colour. Intense red cherries with chocolate notes, ripe with a silky feel. The palate has huge fruit content and is so 
smooth and rich feeling. The finish is long and balanced with cherries, plums and damsons coming through on the finsh.
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Terroir et Talents
About the Range: These are natural wines produced by Château de la Terrière. The Château de la Terrière has stood in Cercié since 
the 14th century, in the heart of the Beaujolais and is one of the oldest estates in the region.

Buyer’s Comment: The ethos for these wines was to produce something natural, wild, and pure. A true expression of Gamay and the 
region, with no added sulphites, from vinification to bottling. The grapes for Vin Sauvage are sourced from a tiny plot of very old vines 
(over 100 years old) within the appellation Régnié. The grapes from Vin Nature a Butiner have been sourced from the best parcels of old 
vines (average 50 years) planted across the Beaujolais region. Predominantly from the hillsides near the villages of Lantignié and Régnié.

 Beaujolais Villages Vin Nature a Butiner

 JDE Code: 38348

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2018/19

 

 RRP: £27.50

 Very delicate notes of violets and red fruits on the nose. On the palate it is ripe and clean with very delicate tannins and pure taste.

  Beaujolais Vin Sauvage a Poil Regnie,  
Chateau de la Terriere Vin Natural

 JDE Code: 38349

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2017/18

 

 RRP: £39.00

 A fruity and mineral wine, with a charming nose of violets and black fruits. Well integrated tannins and superb length with no added 
sulphur.

Chateau de Corcelles
Buyer’s Comment: We are finally seeing a resurgence in Beaujolais, a region which has long been viewed as the less serious sibling to 
Red Burgundy. Many wineries in Beaujolais are now working in a similar manner to the Burgundians and with these developments come 
wines with structure, intensity and complexity.

Natural and sulphite-free wines have hard core followers and critics with good reason; at their best they are fantastic and unique and 
their worst, faulty and undrinkable. This Brouilly is an excellent example of natural winemaking done right, packed with cherry, raspberry 
and ripe black current. The flavours are super intense and the wine is well balanced with fresh acidity and medium body. It also has a bit 
of that je ne sais quoi that natural wine fanatics bang on about.

  Brouilly, Château de Corcelles,  
Les Pas Perdus Zero Sulphite

 JDE Code: 38499

 Expression: e
 Vintage: 2018

 

 RRP: £31.50

 A fresh, crunchy wine with red fruit flavours of cherry, kirsch and raspberries. A supple, textured mouth that has well balanced acidity 
to match heady tannins. Vibrant fruit on the finish.
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Edouard Delaunay
About the Range: Laurent Delauney, president of Badet Clément, took back control of the Grande Maison, Edouard Delaunay in 2017. 
The estate was originally owned by his great grandfather and dates back to 1893. Due to the illness of Laurent’s father, the estate was 
sold in 1992 to the Boisset family. This major project is close to Delaunay’s heart. He said: “My grandfather used to say that the House 
of Edouard Delaunay was ‘the smallest of the great Houses’”.

Over the last two years 1.5M Euros has been invested to return the historic cellars and winery at Château de Charmont to its former 
glory. “It’s fantastic. What I am living now is like a dream,” said Laurent Delauney, describing the opportunity he has had to buy back his 
family’s estate and to once again make fine Burgundian wine under the Edouard Delaunay name.

Laurent Delaunay’s mission is to “make Edouard Delaunay a leading Burgundian wine house once more”. A producer “focused on 
excellence and high-end wines mainly from the Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune”.

Buyer’s Comment: You can’t help but to be drawn in by this incredible family story, reviving this ‘lost’ family estate has clearly been 
a labour of love for the Delaunay family. The family passion is combined with extensive access to quality grapes and the modern 
winemaking skills from Christophe Briotet, an internationally experienced head wine maker and recent former cellar master at the 
Domaine du Lycée Viticole de Beaune.

  Bourgogne Chardonnay Septembre,  
Edouard Delaunay

 JDE Code: 38373

 Expression: q
 Vintage: 2017

 

 RRP: £30.00

 This Chardonnay is pale gold in colour with an expressive nose of ripe citrus and orange blossom along with a hint of barley sugar and 
spice. Fresh and taut on the palate, revealing notes of melted butter, frangipane and hazelnut. It’s white Burgundy as it should be and if 
that doesn’t make your mouth water – I don’t know what will.

 Bourgogne Pinot Noir Septembre, Edouard Delaunay

 JDE Code: 38374

 Expression: e
 Vintage: 2017

 

 RRP: £33.50

 Vibrant crimson in colour with elegant aromas of red and black fruit (raspberry, blackcurrant, cherry). The same black fruit notes are 
perceived on the palate. The finish is full and fresh.

  Nuits-Saint-Georges Vieilles Vignes Le Village, 
Edouard Delaunay

 JDE Code: 38370

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2017

 

 RRP: £64.60

 The nose is open and boasts aromas of liquorice and berries, with fruity notes on the palate (fruit coulis, cherry) underscored by a 
touch of acidity and tannins that are typical of Nuits-Saint-Georges. The finish is almost saline and stony.

 Saint-Romain Le Village, Edouard Delaunay

 JDE Code: 38372

 Expression: q
 Vintage: 2017

 

 RRP: £53.00

 Expressive nose with aromas of white flowers, apricot and peach complemented by a hint of nougat and hazelnut. The palate is full-
bodied and complex, allying maturity and freshness with notes of baked goods, candied fruit and yuzu.

 Beaune 1er Cru Les Grèves, Edouard Delaunay

 JDE Code: 38367

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2017

 

 RRP: £64.00

 Gorgeously intense nose that is expressive and spicy, featuring cherry aromas. Starts off magnificently on the palate, opening up to 
flavours of dark fruit (cherry, blackberry), spices and earthy tones. Rich and powerful on the palate. This is a wine of great depth.
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  Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Le Village, 
Edouard Delaunay

 JDE Code: 38369

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2017

 

 RRP: £69.00

 Dark in colour tinged with violet accents. Superb, powerful, classy nose evocative of cherry, liquorice, coffee and a touch of warm 
rhubarb tart. The same cherry and liquorice notes are also evident on the finish and the oak is well integrated. Powerful on the palate 
with remarkable, gorgeous purity ending on a saline note.

 Chassagne-Montrachet Le Village, Edouard Delaunay

 JDE Code: 38368

 Expression: q
 Vintage: 2017

 

 RRP: £75.00

 Highly expressive floral nose (white blossoms) with mineral (gunflint, flint) and lemony notes. Lovely freshness on the palate with well-
integrated oak. Notes of hazelnut and brioche lend a touch of richness.

 Pommard 1er Cru Les Frémiers, Edouard Delaunay

 JDE Code: 38371

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2017

 

 RRP: £79.00

 Highly aromatic, full of red fruit: cherry, blackcurrant and raspberry, that gives way to spicy aromas. Starts off full-bodied and elegant 
on the palate, which is particularly refreshing and fruity, featuring a hint of salinity. The finish is lovely and long with jammy notes.

Lamblin & Fils
About the Range: “Lamblin Fils is one of the oldest Domaine in the Chablis region. The first traces of this family on this terroir date 
back to 1690.  
Les Clos is the largest and most widely known of the seven climats of the Chablis Grand Cru white wine appellation. It covers a single, 
southwest-facing slope above the town of Chablis itself, and is planted exclusively with the Chardonnay grape variety. Chablis Les Clos 
wines are generally more powerful and intense than the other Grand Crus, and are often associated with ripe stonefruit, orange peel 
and honey. With a tendency to be more closed in their youth than those from the other climats, they are famous for their long-term aging 
potential, showing a balance between power and finesse.”

  Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos, Lamblin & Fils
  JDE Code: 38395

  Expression: q
  Vintage: 2018

  

  RRP: £62.00

 Brilliant deep golden colour. On the nose there are intense aromas of ripe peach and pear with subtle floral notes (lime blossom, white 
lilac). Characterized by a beautiful structure, excellent concentration of flavours and balancing, fresh acidity.
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Château Clinet
About the Range: “Château Clinet has a long and prestigious history with traces of vines that go as far back as the 16th Century. 
The vineyard is mainly planted around the Church of Pomerol, on the famous plateau, known for its deep clay soils and surface of Gunz 
gravel.  
This soil composition, gentle slopes, and high density planting of very old vines, along with the temperate weather and natural water 
reserves, result in a unique terroir that produces wines of exceptional quality. 
Château Clinet has always been inspired by actions of the past but, since 2004, current winemaker (and owner), Ronan Laborde, 
has been engaged in substantial transformations: replanting, developing environmentally-friendly practices, rebuilding the winemaking 
facilities and reorganising Clinet’s distribution. The annual production is only around 4000 cases.

 By Clinet, Pomerol

 JDE Code: 38506

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2014

 

 RRP: £49.00

 By Clinet displays a bright ruby colour. The nose opens with scents of forest fruits, blackberries, liquorice and bergamot. On the palate 
the fruit remains fresh and vibrant. Notes of oriental spices, plum and brown sugar bring intensity to the finish. Framed by fine and soft 
tannins.

Buyer’s Comment: The combination of perfect sites in Pomerol and modern winemaking techniques from Ronan Laborde make the 
Clinet wines the absolute pinnacle of wines from this famous region.

 Château Clinet, Pomerol

 JDE Code: 38507

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2014

 

 RRP: £93.00

 A ruby-garnet appearance. Highly aromatic, the nose presents flavours of raspberry jam, blackberries, plum and liquorice. Its rich, 
creamy texture is reminiscent of the CLINET signature. Soft and delicate, the taste includes hints of cherries and forest fruits with  
a rising intensity. Well balanced and very refreshing.

Château Carreyre
About the Range: “This property is located in the town of Soussans in the prestigious Margaux appellation. In 2014 the Domaines 
FABRE team took over the vineyard management and a huge amount of work has been done in the vineyard: soil drainage, vat 
capacities adapted to all areas of the vineyard plots. 
They operate within 4.5 ha, planted on the north of Margaux Appellation, the soil is  agravel hilltop situated on clay and worked in order 
to promote rooting with no weedkiller used.”

Buyer’s Comment: This wine comes from a boutique winery established in the great terroir of Margaux. Its elegance, finesse and 
purity embody the Margaux AOC.

  Château Carreyre, Margaux

  JDE Code: 38416

  Expression: h
  Vintage: 2015

   
  RRP: £48.00

 Fruit-driven and pure, with a mix of mulberry, red currant and damson plum notes, laced with espresso-tinged toast and backed by 
light savory hints on the finish. The 60% new wood barrels bring complexity.

Auguste Bessac
About the Range: In 1926 August Bessac launched himself into the art of wine making and maturation, and built his wine cellar in the 
very heart of Châteauneuf-du-Pape. This is where the existing artesian wells contribute, even today, to the quality and the climate of the 
cellar. August Bessac built one of the biggest wine cellars in the region – which still holds true today!

Nowadays, this cellar carries on the legacy of the know-how and the expertise which Auguste Bessac passed on to the generations 
succeeding him.

Buyer’s Comment: This Côtes du Rhône Rouge uses grapes selected from the Southern Rhone Departments of Vaucluse 
and Gard, where the soils are made up of calcareous clay. The wine undergoes a traditional vinification with fermentation 
at a base temperature of 18/19 degrees to preserve the aromas, gving a fresh yet powerful example of a Côtes du Rhône.

  Côtes du Rhône, Auguste Bessac
  JDE Code: 36740

  Expression: f
  Vintage: 2017

  RRP: £20.50

 Ruby in colour, with hints of violet. The nose is complex and dominated with red fruit notes that are typical of the Côtes du Rhône. 
The palate shows good balance between roundness, vivacity and structure. The wine has a lovely finish with silky tannins. Partners 
beautifully with roast beef, mushrooms, cheese.
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Pink Flamingo
About the Range:The ungrafted ‘Grenache Gris’ vines growing out of the sands in the Camargue, adjacent to the Mediterranean sea, 
give the Pink Flamingo rosé a unique tasting note of peaches and apricots with an underlying complexity. It’s an interesting alternative to 
Provence, showing a more ‘Old World ’structure that will please the more discerning palate.

Buyer’s Comment: This 600 hectare plot of ungrafted vines grow out of the sand dunes and are phylloxera free, making the Grenache 
‘Gris de Gris’ grapes truly indigenous to the area . This means that the wine produced is the truest reflection of the Grenache grape 
possible. Grapes are harvested at night-time to ensure maximum freshness and are all 100% organic.

  Pink Flamingo Grenache Gris Rosé,  
Sable de Camargue

 JDE Code: 38397

 Expression: i
 Vintage: 2018

  Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £30.00

 A beautiful pale and salmon colour draped in a bright, shiny structure with light golden glints. The nose is intense, with berry, peach 
and apricot notes overlapping an exotic fruit cocktail. The fruit characters and fresh mouth feel are carried over onto the palate.

Belle Perle
About the Range: “The name Belle Perle (Beautiful Pearl) is inspired by the tradition of pairing Picpoul with oysters, and this new 
Picpoul from the village of Pinet is the perfect match - fresh, youthful and fruity with great acid balance!

Buyer’s Comment: “The Piquepoul grapes are harvested at night in cool temperatures to prevent oxidation, they are then vinified at a 
low temperature in stainless steel tanks.  The winemaking methods reflect the style of wine required – fresh, youthful, fruity with great 
acidity.

 Picpoul de Pinet, Belle Perle

 JDE Code: 38496

 Expression: a
 Vintage: 2018

 

 RRP: £21.00

 Pale lemon with citrus aromas. Dry, fresh and zesty on the palate, with balanced acidity. Mineral and saline notes on the finish.

Enrico Serafino
About the Range: The true identity of this grape is often overshadowed by it most famous area of production, Barolo. But Nebbiolo, 
grown in the broader area of Langhe is capable of outstanding quality. Nebbiolo is a variety which drinkers may struggle to understand. 
Its light colour is misleading when you consider its firm tannic structure and high acidity. Nebbiolo Picotener has intense fruit flavours of 
cherry and plum, offering a ripeness not often found at this price point. With the classic floral notes, minerality and fine spicy notes, you 
get a lot of bang for your buck.

Enrico Serafino’s new Nebbiolo received 92 points from Susan Hulme MW (For Decanter). She noted: “This is Enrico Serafino’s exciting 
rediscovery of an old, almost lost sub-variety of Nebbiolo called Picotener. And what an exciting find!”

 Nebbiolo Langhe Picotener, Enrico Serafino

 JDE Code: 38170

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2017

  
 RRP: £45.00

 Intense, elegant and complex, with floral notes of rose and violet and fruity with hints of cherry and plum, combined with fine spicy 
aromas. On the palate it presents beautiful freshness, harmonious structure and a complex and persistent finish.

Antica Villa
About the Range: Amarone della Valpolicella is an intensely flavored dry red wine made from dried grapes. It is made in the Veneto 
region of northeastern Italy, and is one of the region’s most prestigious red wines. Key to the quality of this Amarone is the meticulous 
selection of the grapes which starts in September after a long warm summer of ripening. These grapes were handpicked in the 
vineyards and stored in small crates to be taken to the fruit lofts. For about 3 months the grapes are left to dry and lose about 30% of 
their weight, while the complex, intense aromas develop.

 Amarone della Valpolicella, Antica Villa delle Rose

 JDE Code: 38493

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2015

 RRP: £37.50

 Deep ruby red with a garnet rim, then a generous, complex nose with jam, raisin and violet notes, hints of spice. The palate is rich, 
warm and vigorous, well-orchestrated, with a distinct and persistent finish of dried fruit (plum) and toasted almond.
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Allumea
About the Range: These wines are both organic and vegan, key trends in the UK. The market for organic goods has grown consistently 
for 8 years with over £45M being spent on products per week. The number of vegans in Great Britain quadrupled between 2014 and 
2018 with the number of vegetarians set to make up 25% of the population by 2025.

Buyer’s Comment: These wines are made exclusively for Matthew Clark by young and innovative, Orion Wines. A team of 6, headed 
by Alessandro Michelon, work with Italian growers using sustainable practices to produce great wines at great value. The grapes come 
from organic vineyards in the province of Trapani, South West Sicily. The vines are an average of 25 years old. Both wines are certified 
organic, suitable for vegans. In style they are unoaked, fruit forward and easy drinking.

 Allumea Organic Grillo Chardonnay, Sicilia

 JDE Code: 38072

 Expression: c
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £20.50

 The wine has an elegant pale yellow hue, with intense aromas of pineapple and lemon. The palate is fresh and crisp, with a great 
minerality and a long and lingering finish. Perfect on its own or to accompany white meats, fish, pasta with white meat sauces.

 Allumea Organic Nero d’Avola Merlot, Sicilia

 JDE Code: 38073

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £20.50

 The winemaker has blended the Italian native variety Nero d’Avola with Merlot to produce a complex, rich and velvety red wine. Deep 
ruby colour, spicy aromatics and flavours of dark cherry, raspberry and chocolate. Merlot brings powerful blackberry fruit and silky 
texture, together making an incredibly moreish wine.

Leefield Station
About the Range: Leefield Station is a fully operational vineyard farm located in the Waihopai Valley of Marlborough.  It is one of the 
oldest sheep and beef stations in Marlborough, dating back to the 1840’s.  In 2013 Brent Marris, Marlborough’s first locally born and 
qualified wine maker, purchased the 2,300 ha property with sights set not only for its pastoral farming potential but also to convert a 
large portion of the land into vineyard.

2017 marked the release of the first Leefield Station wines from this magnificent property, a range that celebrates the history of the 
iconic station and the future of  Marisco Vineyards and the Marris family legacy.

Buyer’s Comment: Winemaker Brent Marris has expanded his range beyond the iconic Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Gris, and these 
Burgundian-style additions bring an extra dimension to his range of great quality wines.

 Leefield Station Chardonnay, Marlborough

 JDE Code: 38286

 Expression: q
 Vintage: 2017

 RRP: £29.50

 An authentic expression of all the key elements of climate, site and winemaker influence, seamlessly balanced in a single glass; 
Balanced french oak giving a subtle nuttiness around a vibrant core of ripe yet distinctly cool-climate Chardonnay fruit.

 Leefield Station Pinot Noir, Marlborough

 JDE Code: 38287

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2017

 RRP: £29.50

 Leefield Station Pinot Noir delivers vivid red berry fruits that speak strongly of the cool-climate growing conditions of the Waihopai 
Valley of Marlborough. This core of pure red fruits sits amidst herbaceous savoury elements of classic Pinot Noir finesse.
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Reign of Terroir
About the Range: Every revolution needs a spark and that spark happened in 2010 when a handful of talented young winemakers got 
together in the Swartland region of South Africa’s Western Cape. 

What became the Swartland Revolution was arguably the most influential wine movement since the start of the new millennium, and has 
subsequently placed the region firmly on the wine map. 

The revolution brought focus to non-traditional blends and varieties, proving what Mediterranean varities could really do in SA. Prior to 
this Bordeaux blends and Sauvignon Blanc were the wines that stole all of the glory!

Buyer’s Comment: You can see the appeal of Swartland for winemakers, the vines are old (often over 100 years) and land is cheap, 
especially when compared with much swankier Stellenbosch, Elgin and Walker Bay.

The climate is hot and dry, which viticulturists have used to their advantage. The lack of water in the soil leads to lower yields and smaller, 
more-concentrated fruit.

Swartland is now synonymous with innovation, excitement and passion and we wanted to capture this in a new range of wines. With 
labels, we threw caution to the wind and Mediterranean varieties were brought to the fore in the red and white blends.

 Reign of Terroir Chenin Blanc, Swartland

 JDE Code: 38180

 Expression: c
 Vintage: 2019

 

 RRP: £18.50

 An aromatic wine, with good acidity and elegance surrounding the Chenin’s summer fruit salad base. Fresh and flavourful, the silky 
texture satisfying enough for drinking on its own, but has enough personality to be confidently matched with lightly spiced dishes.

Buyer’s Comment: Incredible value can still be found in Swartland, this Chenin comes from bush vines planted in 1987. With old vines 
you get considerably fewer grapes per vine but each grape is intensely flavoured and concentrated. The vines are partially dry farmed 
which means they build up a natural resilience important in this harsh, arid climate. 

The resulting wine is full and rich on the palate, with a lovely creamy crisp finish. Un-oaked to allow all the fruit intensity to show through.

 Reign of Terroir Pinotage, Swartland

 JDE Code: 38181

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2019

 

 RRP: £19.50

 Good aromatics from the pinotage’s red fruit, a tasty mix of berries and cherries. The palate displays a fresh and fruity succulence of 
berry fruits with hints of oak and good acidity.

Buyer’s Comment: This Pinotage is produced from vines planted in 1987, these old vines are sustainably farmed.

The wine has undergone a period of oak maturation for added complexity under the care of winemaker Ben Jordaan. This is a moreish 
fruit driven wine with layers of berry fruits and hints of oak and good acidity.

 Reign of Terroir Red Blend, Swartland

 JDE Code: 38182

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2019

 

 RRP: £20.50

 Lots of spicy notes, including pepper and hints of nutmeg coming predominantly from the Shiraz, bright red cherry and plum fruit from 
Grenache Noir, and finally the depths of the mid-palate offer a rich fullness and lengthy complexity from the Mourvédre. An excellent trio, 
undertoned with some wooded structure on the palate, well balanced wine.

Buyer’s Comment: This red blend is made up of Shiraz, Mourvedre, & Grenache noir. Produced from vines averaging over 30 years 
old. Each component has been vinified separately prior to blending by winemaker Ben Jordaan. This wine displays layers of red and dark 
berries on the palate, with elegant tannins on the finish.

 Reign of Terroir White, Swartland

 JDE Code: 38183

 Expression: c
 Vintage: 2019

 

 RRP: £20.50

 “Green richness” is the theme that carries through all Grenache Blanc wines. The Roussanne will burst with green fruit and citrus 
notes including pear, green apple, mango, lime zest, and white peach. Viognier and Rousanne brings lovely hints of other aromas such 
as stewed pear and guava and hints of honey undertones, 
On the palate there is an intense fruit feel sensation, that combination of zesty citrus and tropical flavours leaves a fruit filled and well-
balanced bodied wine. Well balanced acidity leaving a nice full complimented body and lingering finish..

Buyer’s Comment: Sustainably farmed in what has tradtionally been a tough climate, each component is individually fermented and 
remains on the lees for several months for added complexity prior to being carefully blended.
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Vall Llach
About the Range: Celler Vall Llach was founded in the early 90s by Enric Costa and Lluís Llach, in Porrera, one of the nine towns that 
make up the DOC Priorat in the south of Catalonia.

The winery’s first vintage was in 1998 and it reached the market at the end of 2000.

The demanding standards imposed on all the winery’s activity and processes are: rigour, quality and the importance of the countryside.

Consistent with this, the cellar has imposed a ceiling on production and growth in order never to lose the personal and thorough 
supervision exerted over each stage of the process of winemaking.

Buyer’s Comment: Focussing on quality over quantity, Celler Vall Llach has firmly embraced a small-is-beautiful ethos of micro-production 
for its vineyards. It is our privilege to offer you these powerful, balanced and elegant wines which are amongst the best in Priorat.

 Aigua de Llum Viognier, Celler Vall Llach, Priorat

 JDE Code: 38520

 Expression: d
 Vintage: 2018

  Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £60.00

 Peach and almond flavours mingle in this juicy white, backed by grapefruit, herbal and mineral notes. Overtly expressive, the rich 
texture shows focus and complexity.

 Embruix de Vall Llach, Celler Vall Llach, Priorat

 JDE Code: 38521

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2017

  Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £49.50

 Focused and lively, this red delivers bright flavours of cherry, red berry, mountain herb, vanilla and mineral,  supported by light, firm 
tannins and orange peel acidity. The blend of Garnacha, Merlot, Samso, Syrah and Cabernet, give it depth and complexity.

 Idus Vall Llach, Priorat

 JDE Code: 38524

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2017

  Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £54.00

 Mountain herb and loamy earth notes frame the core of black cherry, espresso and mineral flavors in this focused red. The texture is 
plush yet fresh, with tangerine acidity and light, firm tannins.

 Porrera vi de Vila Vall Llach, Priorat

 JDE Code: 38523

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2016

  Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £61.00

 This red shows depth and power with ripe black cherry and plum flavours mingling with floral, earthy and vanilla notes in a rich, firm 
texture. Stays harmonious and fresh on the lingering finish.

 Mas de la Rosa Vi de Finca, Vall Llach, Priorat

 JDE Code: 38522

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2016

  Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £87.00

 This weighty red shows depth and harmony. The rich texture is supported by well integrated tannins, delivering cassis, kirsch, menthol 
and cola flavours. Herbal and meaty notes add a savoury element. Very powerful, yet still balanced and fresh.
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Vine Roots
About the Range: Vine Roots was originally the personal project of Carlos Rubio, CEO and head winemaker at Bodegas Corral, but it is 
now the label under which the winerys more experimental wines sit. A quest to capture the purity of classic or indigenous grape varieties 
from exceptional vineyards in Northern Spain is shining the spotlight on a handful of very special and previously unrecognised vineyard 
sites in Rioja.

Buyer’s Comment: This wine is something a bit left-field from the Rioja region – a 100% Garnacha Blanca made from vines of more 
than 50 years old with 16 days Batonnage and five months in new French oak. The wine is layered with complexity but underpinned with 
a fresh grapefruit citric note. Beautiful.

 Vine Roots Garnacha Blanca, Rioja

 JDE Code: 38408

 Expression: c
 Vintage: 2018

  Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £28.50

 Colour: yellow lemon with greenish shades, medium intensity. Aroma: Clean, medium intensity, hints of citrus, fresh and light acidity. 
Taste: Dry, grapefruit and citrus on the palate with low acidity, soft tanins. medium-bodied.

Virgen de Galir
About the Range: From the Virgen del Galir winery in Galicia, this is a small winery that was founded in 2002, taking advantage of 
the decomposed schist soils in the valley of the Galir river. 20 hectares (and about the same number of plots!) make up the vineyards, 
most at around 600m altitude. Maruxa translates to Mary in English, and is the mother of the founder of the winery. Galicia makes some 
brilliant wines that are often forgotten against the Rioja’s and Ribera’s of Spain, and these are a great addition to our list.

 Virgen de Galir Maruxa Godello, Valdeorres

 JDE Code: 38404

 Expression: c
 Vintage: 2018

 RRP: £28.00

 Bright yellow straw colour. On the nose its intense and varietal, reminiscent of mature white fruit and heaps of minerality. Balanced, 
silky, fresh and persistent on the palate.

 Virgen de Galir Maruxa Mencia, Valdeorres

 JDE Code: 38405

 Expression: h
 Vintage: 2018

  
 RRP: £31.00

 Brilliant clean red cherry colour. Explosion of aromas on the nose, intense fresh red fruit flavours, minerality and earthy. In the mouth 
the wine is broad and fresh with a good acidity.

Gran Volante
About the Range: El Escocés Volante (The Flying Scotsman), Norrel Robertson MW, touched down with his family in Spain in 2003 
and released his first wines in 2004. He is currently one of six Masters of Wine living in Spain. He was born and raised in Scotland and, 
after graduating from Aberdeen University with a MA Honours degree in Politics and International Relations, has worked in the wine 
industry for over 25 years, starting in sales in the UK before moving on to buying and product development. In the late 1990’s Norrel 
decided to pursue a career in winemaking.

Norrel went on to work vintages across Europe and in Chile. He achieved his Master of Wine in November 2000, winning the Robert 
Mondavi Award for the best overall theory performance in the exam.

In 2002-2003 he studied Viticulture and Oenology course at Lincoln University in Christchurch, New Zealand, and passed with distinction. 
In 2003, he moved to Spain as Winemaker for International Wine Services and soon after decided to start making his own wines.

El Escocés Volante currently owns 30 hectares of mainly Old Vine Garnacha around the villages of Villarroya de la Sierra, Torralba and 
Cervera de la Cañada, (a collection of vineyards ranging from 45 to 110 years old) and some new plantings. Viticulture is sustainable and 
organic with certification being carried out in the coming years.

Buyer’s Comment: A new range crafted by the hugely talented British Master of Wine Norrel Robertson, these wines offer amazing 
quality for the price and represent the most exciting modern Spanish winemaking. A concentrated Old Vine Garnacha, and a Monastrell 
which offers great balance from the slightly fresher Southern region of Bullas – the pair are amazing ‘bang for your buck’.

 Gran Volante Old Vine Garnacha, Calatayud

 JDE Code: 38424

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2017

   Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £20.50

 Pronounced intensity of primary raspberry, cherry and plum varietal fruit characters with complex notes of spice and leather. Full 
bodied with fine, soft tannins and well balanced acidity. Soft raspberry and wild berry fruits give way to a long, smooth, spicy finish.

 Gran Volante Old Vine Monastrell, Bullas

 JDE Code: 38425

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2017

   Organic practice but not certified

 RRP: £20.00

 Pronounced intensity wild raspberry and violet/earthy characters with complex notes of spice and leather on the nose. Medium bodied 
with fine, soft tannins and well balanced acidity. Soft raspberry and violet fruits give way to a long, smooth, vanilla finish.
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Murphy-Goode
About the Range: Founded in Sonoma County in 1985, Murphy-Goode Winery was built on a friendship between Tim Murphy, Dale 
Goode, and Dave Ready Sr. The story lives on today under the Jackson Family, continuing a tradition based on a shared appreciation of 
friendship, hard work, a wicked sense of humor and, of course, a good bottle of wine. Grapes are sourced from only the best coastal 
vineyards and in the last 5 years, Murphy-Goode have earned more than forty 90+ scores on their wines. Because of its consistent 
quality, the brand has become a favorite wine for consumers everywhere.

Buyer’s comment: These wines have a great balance for Californian wines at this price – food-friendly and sophisticated while 
maintaining a generosity of pure fruit. This is a reflection of their home in the cool, coastal vineyards of California.

 Murphy-Goode Sauvignon Blanc, California

 JDE Code: 38298

 Expression: b
 Vintage: 2018

 

 RRP: £31.00

 A spectrum of fruit flavours from citrus, lemon and lime all the way through to tropical, such as tangerine, peach, pear, melon and 
pineapple. A slightly weighty palate with a lovely, long mineral finish.

 Murphy-Goode Chardonnay, California

 JDE Code: 38295

 Expression: c
 Vintage: 2017

 RRP: £35.00

 Fruit foward and a very clean style, with a slight hint of oak to round the wine and add a touch of richness. This has a lovely weighty 
palate, with tropical fruit flavours of guava, mango and pineapple that carry from the nose to the palate.

 Murphy-Goode Red Blend, California

 JDE Code: 38297

 Expression: f
 Vintage: 2015

 RRP: £31.00

 On this Syrah dominated blend, the nose kicks in with dark aromas of black cherries and blueberries while the first taste mixes things  
up with raspberries and sweet cherries. The mouthfeel is rich yet soft and has a nice long finish that invites you to take a second sip.

 Murphy-Goode Pinot Noir, California

 JDE Code: 38296

 Expression: f
 Vintage: 2016

 

 RRP: £35.00

 This Pinot Noir comes from vineyards up and down the coast of California. Cool conditions in these prime growing spots keep grapes 
at a perfect balance between vibrant dark fruit character and bright acidity. Notes of vanilla from aging in French and American oak add 
complexity to the intense black cherry aromas and flavours.

 Murphy-Goode Cabernet Sauvignon, California

 JDE Code: 38294

 Expression: g
 Vintage: 2016

 

 RRP: £35.00

 This Cabernet Sauvignon is a great expression of the varietal. Aromas and flavours of black cherry, blackberry and blackcurrant with  
a hint of black liquorice, with chocolate, vanilla and a hint of toast on the finish.
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Acrobat
About the Range: Acrobat is the best known of the new generation of Oregon hand-crafted modern wine brands and is probably the 
best value. It is carefully sourced from sustainable vineyards located in the three premium regions of Oregon (Willamette, Umpqua and 
Rogue). The principle provider, King Estate, is the largest biodynamic vineyard in the USA, although the wine is not certified as being 
biodynamic as grapes come from several other vineyards; sustainability is a core value though. Every year, wines from Acrobat achieve 
90+ scores in major US publications despite often being less than half the cost of many Oregon wines – thereby ruffling a few feathers. 
The Acrobat winery tries to make wines that are immediately drinkable, modern and versatile, and yet have the potential to age – many 
Oregon wines need several years in the bottle before they are approachable but Acrobat wines can be approached when young and are 
excellent with food; in the US market, they are mainly aimed at casual dining.

Buyer’s comment: Acrobat has made Oregon accessible to a new generation of wine drinkers in the USA, as Oregon was previously 
dominated by very traditional and expensive estates.

 Acrobat Pinot Gris, Oregon

 JDE Code: 38284

 Expression: b
 Vintage: 2017

  
 RRP: £33.50

 Pear, red apple, lemon and rose petal on the nose. Fresh zesty red pear and green apple on the palate with a nice refreshing ‘limey’ 
lick of acidity. Medium bodied mouthfeel with a lingering finish.

 Acrobat Pinot Noir, Oregon

 JDE Code: 38285

 Expression: p
 Vintage: 2016

 

 RRP: £40.00

 Rich fruit-forward aromas of red cherries and strawberries; hints of cinnamon, vanilla and mocha. The palate shows redcurrant, dark 
chocolate and cherry followed by earthy notes and forest floor - typical of good quality Pinot Noir.
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